Arguably should be banished as oversused.

As well: "Radio announcers who use the phrase apparently are impressed by their own verbosity. Also, well" lacks the succinct dynamism of "also" and the punch of "too," which it is intended to replace.

Customer Capital-Reduction Plan It means downpayment. Why not leave it at that? The only reduction is to your bank account.

Big Times "as in "He's doing cocaine big time." If he is, he's liable to be doing time big time." [Ed. In the big house!]

Quality "when used to denote ice cream, time, or merchandise of any kind. "Quality has none anymore because it is associated with everything from groceries to services and most of the time it fails for short of quality." [Ed. This applies?]

Conditions as in "in a heart condition." [Ed. That does that mean?] While we're at it, let's get rid of "police correctness" and "gender neutral" too.

Momentos instead of mementos. This mistake is more common in speech than in writing, but a newspaper wrote "officials wanted moments to carve for the 1995 Labolt Bri..." [Ed. Sounds like a lapse in time.]

CAUTIOUS Optimism: you be cautious recklessly, or recklessly cautious? Let's find a less banalistic phrase than "drastically hope..."

Secretary: "Yes, I am sure that is a big increase in the phone bill in the last six months."

Ministry as applied to lay people performing any function whatever in church circles.
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